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• Raw 3D point cloud data is streamed 
through two branches

• in each branch, normalization and data 
augmentation are performed  followed by 
traditional max-pooling operation

• In recycling mechanism,  features are 
sorted and a row of features is randomly 
selected as the recycled aligned features to 
assist the representation of permutation 
invariant features

• The four features extracted from the two 
branches are next subjected to two stages 
of contrastive learning

• Then the learning result would be mapped 
on the hypersphere
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We briefly introduce the outline of the workflow of our work here. Firstly, raw 3d point cloud data is streamed through two branches. In each branch, normalization and data augmentation are performed followed by traditional max-pooling operations. In our recycling mechanism, the N $\times$ M dimensional features are sorted and a row of features is randomly selected (from the remaining rows after max-pooling) as the recycled aligned features to assist the representation of permutation invariant features. The four features extracted from the two branches are next subjected to two stages of contrastive learning. Then the learning result would be mapped on the hypersphere
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Backbones:  PointNet, DGCNN, etc.
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In 3D point cloud self-supervised pre-training, the mostly used backbone models such as PointNet, obtains permutation-invariant features by adopting the max-pooling operation. Whereas the max-pooling operation discards a large number of points and their features. Can these discarded features be recycled to improve the task performance?
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Our Work

• We first demonstrate that the point cloud features, discarded by the max-pooling module 
of a point cloud network, can be recycled and used as a feature augmentation 
method for contrastive learning.

• We propose a two-branch contrastive learning framework, which incorporates a 
cross-branch contrastive learning loss and an intra-branch contrastive learning loss.

• We perform experiments to evaluate our proposed method on downstream tasks including 
object classification, few-shot learning, and part segmentation. Compared to the 
state-of-the-art baselines, our work obtain competitive performance with significantly less 
training time and fewer training samples.

• We perform ablation studies analyzing the effects of individual loss terms and their 
combinations on the performance.



ToThePoint Framework
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This figure demonstrates the overall structure of the ToThePoint framework. After the two-branch data augmentation, the data would be fed into the point cloud feature extractor. In the max-pooling and recycling modules, each branch gets a maximum aggregated feature and a recycled point feature. The point cloud feature extractor and the projection head g are trained to maximize the agreement between the maximum aggregated features and the recycled point cloud features of the same branch and the agreement between the maximum aggregated features of the two branches. After training is completed, we throw away projection head g and use Point Cloud Feature Extractor and maximum aggregated feature for downstream tasks. 



Algorithms

(1) NT-Xent loss between maximum features and recycled point features：

(3) NT-Xent loss between maximum features of first and second branches：

(2) Intra-branch contrastive loss：

(4) Inter-branch contrastive loss：

(5) Total loss：
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The first equation shows the NT-Xent loss between maximum features and recycled point features. The second is the Intra-branch contrastive loss. The third is the NT-Xent loss between maximum features of first and second branches. The fourth equation is the Inter-branch contrastive loss. The last one is the total loss, where the first two losses enforce similarity between the maximum aggregated features and recycled point cloud features, and the last loss enforces similarity between different�point cloud transformation.



Evaluation Settings

Pre-training: 
• Dataset: ShapeNet
• Backbone: PointNet, DGCNN

Downstream Tasks
• Dataset: 3D object classification - ModelNet40, ModelNet40C, canObjectNN;

Few-shot 3D object classification - ModelNet40, ScanObjectNN;
3D object part segmentation - ShapeNet-Part.

• Baselines: Jigsaw, OcCo, STRL, CrossPoint, cTree, etc.
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We compare our ToThePoint with SOTA baselines and present its efficiency and effectiveness through extensive performance evaluations. We use the ShapeNet dataset for self-supervised training of the proposed ToThePoint and the baselines. We use PointNet and DGCNN as the backbones for point cloud feature extraction. As for the downstream tasks, we perform fully supervised and few-shot point cloud classification on the ScanObjectNN, ModelNet40and ModelNet40-C datasets, and parts segmentation on the ShapeNet-Part. A lot of baselines including Jigsaw, OcCo, STRL, CrossPoint, cTree and so on are used in various downstream tasks evaluation.
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Evaluation Results - 3D object classification
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For the 3D object classification task, in the right table, we report mean and standard deviation over 3 runs ToThePoint outperforms all the other methods on the ScanObject dataset with both backbones. On the ModelNet40C dataset, ToThePoint provides the best and second-best performance when DGCNN and PointNet are used as backbones, respectively. ToThePoint achieves these accuracies with only a fraction of training samples needed by other methods. In the left table, We perform the SVM evaluation method to compare ToThePoint and baselines with PointNet and DGCNN used as backbones. On the more challenging ScanObjectNN dataset, proposed ToThePoint achieves the best performance with both backbones. On ModelNet40 dataset, ToThePoint provides the 3rd best performance after CrossPoint and STRL, which require a lot more training samples.



Evaluation Results - Few-shot 3D object classification
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For the few-shot object classification task, we report mean and standard deviation over 30 runs. The top results for each backbone are shown in bold. Our proposed ToThePoint needs only a few samples in the few-shot learning task and improves the few-shot accuracy in all the reported settings.



Evaluation Results - 3D object part segmentation
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For part segmentation tasks on ShapeNet-Part dataset,  Mean IoU and overall accuracy are reported.  All self-supervised models are initialized with pre-trained feature extractors. Gains in overall accuracy over the previous self-supervised learning frameworks show that ToThePoint tends to capture fine-grained part-level properties that are important for part segmentation by incorporating cross-branch and intra-branch losses together.



Ablation Studies
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We also present the results of our ablation studies investigating the effects of the individual loss terms and their combinations on the performance. In the left figure, blue bar represents the whole approach using all 3 loss terms, light orange corresponds to using two branches but no recycling and dark orange corresponds to using one branch with recycling. Classification accuracies are presented on ModelNet40 and ScanObjectNN datasets. The right table demonstrates the accuracy reduction caused by different ablation configurations.



Conclusion & Future Work

• We have proposed ToThePoint as a novel and  very efficient 
contrastive learning framework. In addition to using traditional data 
augmentation, ToThePoint performs feature augmentation by 
recycling point cloud features, which would be discarded after max-
pooling operation of a point cloud feature extraction network. 

• In future work, we will investigate whether using more branches or 
recycling more features can provide additional benefit
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We have proposed ToThePoint as a novel and  very efficient contrastive learning framework. In addition to using traditional data augmentation, ToThePoint performs feature augmentation by recycling point cloud features, which would otherwise be discarded after max-pooling operation of a point cloud feature extraction network. In future work, we will investigate whether using more branches or recycling more features can provide additional benefit



Thanks for your attention!
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If you are interested in our work, please check out our paper or poster for more details. Thanks for your attention on this work.
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